Help Keep Kansas Manufacturing Strong

A strong manufacturing sector is critical to a healthy Kansas economy. As the Brownback Administration develops the Kansas Manufacturing Strategic Plan, we want to hear from you on the best ways to prepare the sector for a new generation of growth.

If you are a Kansas manufacturer, business owner, or rely on or work with the manufacturing industry, your input is vital to the implementation and success of the Strategic Plan.

Please join us for this input meeting to discuss the Strategic Plan, sponsored by the WSU Center for Innovation and Enterprise Engagement.

When: 10-11:30 a.m., Dec. 12, 2011
Where: Marcus Welcome Center, Wichita State University

RSVP to innovation@wichita.edu by Dec. 5, 2011

Governor’s Core Team for development of Kansas Manufacturing Strategic Plan:
Pat George, Kansas Secretary of Commerce; Caleb Asher, Deputy Secretary of Workforce Services; Zulma Toro-Ramos, Dean WSU College of Engineering; Sandy Johnson, CEO MAMTC; Cynthia Enright, iVALUTION.